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a b s t r a c t
We give a linear-time algorithm for computing the edge search number of cographs,
thereby resolving the computational complexity of edge searching on this graph class. To
achieve this we give a characterization of the edge search number of the join of two graphs.
With our result, the knowledge on graph searching of cographs is now complete: node,
mixed, and edge search numbers of cographs can all be computed efficiently. Furthermore,
we are one step closer to computing the edge search number of permutation graphs.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Graph searching has been subject to extensive study [3,4,14,16,26,28–30,34,40] and it fits into the broader class of
pursuit-evasion/search/rendezvous problems on which hundreds of papers have been written (see e.g., the book [1]). The
problem was introduced by Parsons [32] and by Petrov [36] independently, and the original definition corresponds exactly
to what we today call edge searching. In this setting, a team of searchers is trying to catch a fugitive moving along the edges
of a graph. The fugitive is very fast and knows the moves of the searchers, whereas the searchers cannot see the fugitive
until they capture him, i.e., when the fugitive is trapped and has nowhere to run. An edge is cleared by sliding a searcher
from one endpoint to the other endpoint, and a vertex is cleared when a searcher is placed on it; we will give the formal
definition of clearing a part of the graph in the next section. The problem is to find the minimum number of searchers that
can guarantee the capture of the fugitive, which is called the edge search number of the graph.
There are two modifications of the classical Parsons–Petrov model, namely node searching and mixed searching,
introduced by Kirousis and Papadimitriou [27] and Bienstock and Seymour in [4], respectively. Themain difference between
the three variants is in the way an edge is cleared. In the node searching version an edge is cleared if both its endpoints
contain searchers. Themixed searching version combines the features of node and edge searching, namely an edge is cleared
if either both its two endpoints contain searchers or a searcher is slid along it. The minimum number of searchers sufficient
to perform searching and ensure the capture of the fugitive for each of the three variants are respectively the edge, node,
and mixed search numbers, and computations of these are all NP-hard [4,26,30] on general graphs.
Polynomial-time algorithms are known for computing the node search number of trees [33,37], interval graphs [8],
k-starlike graphs for fixed k [34], d-trapezoid graphs [6], block graphs [10], split graphs [22], circular-arc graphs [38],
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permutation graphs [5,31], biconvex bipartite graphs [35], and unicyclic graphs [13]. However, only for a few of these graph
classes polynomial-time algorithms are known for computingmixed search and edge search numbers.Mixed search number
of interval graphs, split graphs [15] and permutation graphs [24] can be computed in polynomial time. Edge search number
of trees [30,33], interval graphs, split graphs [20,34], unicyclic graphs [40], and complete multipartite graphs [2] can be
computed in polynomial time.
In this paper, we give a characterization of the edge search number of the join of two graphs. Using this characterization
we give a linear-time algorithm for computing the edge search number of cograph. The computational complexity of edge
searching on cographs has been open until now. Since cographs are subclass of permutation graphs [9,21], by thementioned
results on permutation graphs above, their node search and mixed search numbers were already known to be computable
in polynomial time. An especially designed algorithm for the node search number of cographs also exists [7]. Our new
results complete the knowledge on the graph searching on cographs, showing that node, mixed, and edge search numbers
of cographs can all be computed efficiently. Observe that apart from cographs, we see from the above list that interval and
split graphs are the only graph classes for which polynomial-time algorithms are known for computing their node, mixed
and edge search numbers.
2. Preliminaries
We work with simple and undirected graphs G = (V , E), with vertex set V (G) = V and edge set E(G) = E. In general,
we use n = |V |. The set of neighbors, or the (open) neighborhood, of a vertex v is denoted by NG(v) = {u | uv ∈ E}. The
closed neighborhood of v is the set NG[v] = NG(v) ∪ {v}. The degree of a vertex v is dG(v) = |N(v)|. We omit the subscripts
if graphs under consideration are clear from the context. A vertex v is universal if d(v) = n − 1, pendant if d(v) = 1, and
isolated if d(v) = 0. We say that an edge is pendant if it has an endpoint of degree 1.
A vertex set is a clique if all of its vertices are pairwise adjacent, and an independent set if all of its vertices are pairwise
non-adjacent. The subgraph of G induced by a vertex set A ⊆ V is denoted by G[A]. For a given vertex u ∈ V , we denote
G[V \ {u}] simply by G− u.
By Kn we denote the complete graph on n vertices, In is the graph on n isolated vertices with no edges, and the complete
bipartite graph (X, Y , E)with |X | = n and |Y | = m is denoted by Kn,m.
Let G = (V , E) and H = (W , F) be two undirected graphs with V ∩ W = ∅. The disjoint union of G and H is
G⊕ H = (V ∪W , E ∪ F), and the join of G and H is G⊗ H = (V ∪W , E ∪ F ∪ {vw | v ∈ V , w ∈ W }).
Cographs are defined recursively through the following operations:
• A single vertex is a cograph.
• If G and H are vertex disjoint cographs then G⊕ H is a cograph.
• If G and H are vertex disjoint cographs then G⊗ H is a cograph.
Consequently, complements of cographs are also cographs. If G is a cograph then either G is disconnected, or its
complement G is disconnected, or G consists of a single vertex. Using the corresponding decomposition rules one obtains
the modular decomposition tree of a cograph which is called a cotree. A cotree T of a cograph G is a rooted tree with two
types of interior nodes: 0-nodes and 1-nodes. The vertices of G are assigned to the leaves of T in a one-to-one manner. Two
vertices u and v are adjacent in G if and only if the lowest common ancestor of the leaves u and v in T is a 1-node. A graph
is a cograph if and only if it has a cotree [11]. Cographs can be recognized and their corresponding cotrees can be generated
in linear time [12,23].
A path-decomposition of a graph G = (V , E) is a linearly ordered sequence of subsets of V , called bags, such that the
following three conditions are satisfied: 1. Every vertex x ∈ V appears in some bag. 2. For every edge xy ∈ E there is a bag
containing both x and y. 3. For every vertex x ∈ V , the bags containing x appear consecutively. Thewidth of a decomposition
is the size of the largest bag minus one, and the pathwidth of a graph G, pw(G), is the minimumwidth over all possible path
decompositions.
The edge search game can be formally defined as follows. Let G = (V , E) be a graph to be searched. A search strategy
Se = (s1, . . . , sr) consists of a sequence of discrete steps (moves) s1, . . . , sr which involves searchers. Initially, there is no
searcher on the graph. Every step is one of the following three types:
• One searcher is placed on some vertex of G (there can be several searchers located on one vertex).
• One searcher is removed from G.
• A searcher slides from a vertex u to a vertex v along edge uv.
At every step of the search strategy the edge set of G is partitioned into two sets: cleared and contaminated edges.
Intuitively, the agile and omniscient fugitive with unbounded speedwho is invisible for the searchers, is located somewhere
on a contaminated territory, and cannot be on cleared edges. Initially, all edges of G are contaminated, i.e., the fugitive can
be anywhere. A contaminated edge uv becomes cleared at some step of the search strategy if at this step a searcher located
in u slides to v along uv. Note that a vertex is cleared when a searcher is placed on it.
A cleared edge e is recontaminated at some step if at this step there exists a path P containing e and a contaminated edge,
and no internal vertex of P contains a searcher. For example, if a vertex u is incident to a contaminated edge e, there is only
one searcher at u and this searcher slides from u to v along edge uv ≠ e, then after this step the edge uv, which is cleared
by sliding, is immediately recontaminated as well as the vertex u.
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A search strategy is winning if after its termination all edges and vertices are cleared. The edge search number of a graph
G, denoted by es(G), is the minimum number of searchers required for a winning strategy of edge searching on G. The
differences between mixed, edge, and node searching are in the way the edges can be cleared. In node searching, an edge is
cleared only if both its endpoints are occupied; i.e., edges cannot be cleared by sliding. Clearly, for node searching, sliding
of searchers along edges is not necessary, and each step in the search strategy here is either placing a searcher on some
vertex or removing a searcher. In mixed searching, an edge can be cleared both by sliding and by placing searchers on both
its endpoints. The mixed and node search numbers of a graph G are defined similarly to the edge search number, and are
denoted by ms(G) and ns(G), respectively. For the graph I1, it is assumed that es(I1) = ns(I1) = ms(I1) = 1.
The following result is central; it gives the relation between the three graph searching parameters and relates them to
pathwidth.
Lemma 1 ([39]). Let G be an arbitrary graph.
• ns(G) = pw(G)+ 1.
• pw(G) ≤ ms(G) ≤ pw(G)+ 1.
• pw(G) ≤ es(G) ≤ pw(G)+ 2.
Hence computing the pathwidth and the node search number are equivalent tasks. However, note that the complexity
of computing the difference between these two parameters and the edge search number is unknown. Hence even if pw(G)
of a graph G can be computed easily, it might be difficult to decide whether es(G) = pw(G) or es(G) = pw(G) + 1 or
es(G) = pw(G)+ 2.
A winning edge search strategy using es(G) searchers, or a winning node search strategy using ns(G) searchers, is called
optimal. A search strategy is calledmonotone if at any step of this strategy no recontamination occurs. For all three versions
of graph searching, recontamination does not help to search the graph with fewer searchers [4,28], i.e., on any graph with
search number k, there exists a winning monotone search strategy using k searchers. Hence, to find an optimal strategy it is
sufficient to consider only monotone strategies.
In this paper, we consider only monotone search strategies. Furthermore, to be able to give a precise description of the
search strategies in our results, we describe more restrictions on the search strategies that we consider. We call a search
strategy S efficient if the following statements are true for S: searchers are never placed on vertices that are incident to
only cleared edges, searchers are removed as soon as they become unnecessary, and in the last steps of S all searchers are
removed from the graph. If S is a node search strategy then we have the additional requirement that searchers are never
placed on a vertex already occupied by a searcher. If S is an edge search strategy then we have the additional requirement
that searchers never slide along cleared edges. It is easy to check that if there is an optimal edge or node search strategy
with k searchers there is also an optimal edge or node search strategy with k searchers that is efficient. We consider only
efficient search strategies. Note in particular that, in an efficient search strategy, if after a step a searcher occupies a vertex
incident to only cleared edges then in subsequent steps such searchers are removed from the graph.
3. A closer relation between edge and node searching
From Lemma 1 we see that for a given graph G, we might have es(G) > ns(G) or es(G) < ns(G). In this section, we will
distinguish between the cases when the edge search number is at most the node search number and when the edge search
number is at least the node search number. In particular, we will describe some graphs G such that es(G) ≥ ns(G) and some
graphs G such that es(G) ≤ ns(G). To do so, we will generate a particular node search strategy from a given edge search
strategy, and generate a particular edge search strategy from a given node search strategy. Hence, we will obtain a closer
relation between edge and node searching on specific graphs. These results will be used to give a characterization of the
edge search number of the join of two graphs in the next section.
First we study graphs G for which es(G) ≥ ns(G). Let G be a graph, and let Se = (s1, . . . , sp) be a winning edge search
strategy for k searchers on G. We consecutively consider steps si for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and construct the node search strategy
N (Se) = (s′1, . . . , s′q) as follows:
• If, at step si of Se, a searcher is placed on a vertex uwhich is not occupied by other searchers, then a searcher is placed on
u inN (Se).
• If, at step si of Se, a searcher is removed from a vertex u and no searchers remain on u, then a searcher is removed from
u inN (Se).
• If at, step si of Se, a searcher slides from a vertex u to v along uv, then
– if v is not occupied by searchers before step si then a searcher is placed on v inN (Se);
– if no searchers remain on u after step si then a searcher is removed from u at the next step inN (Se).
• Otherwise, we do not include new steps inN (Se).
Notice that it can happen that the search strategy N (Se) does not satisfy the efficiency condition that searchers are
removed from the graph as soon as they become unnecessary. In this case, the search strategy N (Se) can be modified
afterward by applying the following rule. If, at step s in N (Se), a searcher is placed on a vertex, then all searchers that
occupy vertices which are incident only with cleared edges, are removed from the graph before s (in any order), and then
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step s is complete. Correspondingly, if there were steps at which searchers were removed from these vertices after step s,
then these steps are deleted from the search strategy. We call these modifications the finalization of N (Se).
It is easy to observe thatN (Se) is a winning node search strategy on G for k+ 1 searchers. For some cases, it is possible
to choose Se so thatN (Se) is in fact a winning node search strategy for k searchers.
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected graph different from K2 and without vertices of degree two. If es(G) ≤ k then there is a winning
edge search strategy Se for k searchers on G such that N (Se) is a winning node search strategy for k searchers on G.
Proof. LetSe = (s1, . . . , sp) be awinning edge search strategy for k searchers onGwhich ismonotone and efficient. Consider
N (Se) = (s′1, . . . , s′q) before finalization. If N (Se) is a winning node search strategy for k searchers, we are done. Assume
that we need k+ 1 searchers forN (Se). We modify Se inductively to get a strategy of the type we are looking for.
Let s′i be the first step of N (Se) at which there are k + 1 searchers present on the graph. Clearly, a searcher is placed
on some vertex at this step of N (Se). Assume that this step was included in N (Se) while we considered the step sj in Se.
Observe that step sj of Se has then the following properties:
1. at step sj, a searcher slides from some vertex u to a vertex v along edge uv ∈ E(G);
2. there are no searchers on u after step sj;
3. v was not occupied by searchers before step sj;
4. before step sj, uv was contaminated and it was the unique contaminated edge incident with u;
5. the following was true before step sj and is true after step sj: exactly k searchers are present on G, and each vertex is
occupied by at most one searcher.
We call a step with these properties an extremal step. Notice that sj is the first extremal step in Se, and it is easy to see
that j > 0 since there are no searchers on G in the beginning of the game.
Consider step sj−1 of Se. This step is not extremal, since sj is the first extremal step. Furthermore searchers cannot be
removed from the graph at step sj−1, since otherwise we would have at most k − 1 searchers on the graph before step sj.
Hence, at step sj−1 a searcher either is placed on some vertex x or is slid from a vertex x to y along edge xy. In the last case, at
least one searcher remains in x, and y is not occupied by any searcher before sj−1; otherwise, either sj−1 would be extremal
or we would be able to remove a searcher contradicting that there are k searchers before step sj.
If x ≠ u then we modify Se by changing the order of steps sj and sj−1. If a searcher was placed on x at step sj−1 of Se then
at most k−1 searchers were occupying vertices of G before step sj−1. Therefore, if we do step sj before step sj−1, there will be
at most k−1 searchers on G after the completion of the first, and at most k searchers after the completion of both. Note that
the set of cleared edges after these steps sj and sj−1 is same as before. Furthermore, neither of the steps is extremal anymore.
Consequently, by swapping the two steps, we reduced the number of extremal steps. Suppose that a searcher slides along
xy at step sj−1 of Se. Since d(u) ≠ 2 and uv is the unique contaminated edge incident with u before step sj, y ≠ u. Since there
was no searcher on v before step sj, y ≠ v either. Furthermore, there are two searchers on x before step sj−1; otherwise, sj−1
would be extremal. Therefore we can again change the order of steps sj and sj−1, and the set of cleared edges remains the
same after the completion of both steps. However, in this new strategy sj and sj−1 are not extremal.
Assume now that x = u. Now we choose the first non-extremal step sr after step sj in Se. Suppose for contradiction, that
sr does not exist. This means that the last step in Se is extremal. Recall that we assumed that searchers are removed from
the graph if they occupy vertices incident only with cleared edges. Hence k = 1, and G is a path. Since G has no vertices of
degree two, G = K2 but this contradicts the premises of the lemma. Hence sr does exist. Now we consider two cases.
Case 1: r > j + 1. Then step sr−1 is extremal. Hence at this step a searcher slides from some vertex w. Observe that
this searcher was placed or slid to w before sj−1. Indeed, w ≠ u since a searcher was moved from u along the unique
contaminated edge at step sj, and hence a searcher could not be placed or moved tow at step sj−1. Also the subsequent steps
sj, . . . , sr−2 are extremal, and a searcher could not be slid to w at these steps since d(w) ≠ 2. We modify Se by replacing
the steps sj−1, sj, . . . , sr−1 with the steps sr−1, sj−1, sj, . . . , sr−2. By the same arguments as were used for the case x ≠ u, we
conclude that the step sr−1 is not extremal in the new strategy, and the set of cleared edges after sr−1, sj−1, sj, . . . , sr−2 is
the same as the set of cleared edges after sr−1 before.
Case 2: r = j + 1. Then at step sr a searcher either is removed from some vertex w or is slid from some vertex z to a
vertexw.
Suppose that a searcher is removed fromw. Recall that we assumed that searchers are removed from the graph as soon as
they occupy a vertex incident with only cleared edges. The removal of a searcher fromw became possible when a searcher
was moved to v at step sj. It follows that w = v, and d(v) = 1 since uv was contaminated before step sj and there were no
searchers on v before this step. Observe that it could not happen that at step sj−1 a searcher was placed on u, because in this
case d(u) = 1 and therefore G = K2. Hence at step sj−1 a searcher was moved from u to y. This means that we can reorder
the steps sj−1, sj, sj+1 as follows without changing the set of cleared edges: sj, sj+1, sj−1. Now these steps are not extremal.
Assume now that a searcher slides from z to w along an edge zw. Note that after step sj+1, there are no searchers on
vertex z and there are two searchers on vertex w. Note also that z ≠ u, and z ≠ v, y since d(z) ≠ 2. We modify Se as
follows:
• ifw = y then the steps sj−1, sj, sj+1 are replaced by the steps sj−1, sj+1, sj;• ifw = v then the steps sj−1, sj, sj+1 are replaced by the steps sj, sj+1, sj−1;• ifw ≠ v, y then the steps sj−1, sj, sj+1 are replaced by the steps sj+1, sj−1, sj.
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Again, it is easy to verify that the set of cleared edges remains the same after the completion of these steps in the changed
order. Observe that ifw = y orw ≠ v, y then y is occupied by two searchers before step sj is performed and hence this step
is not extremal, and ifw = v then u is occupied by two searchers before step sj and there are two searchers on v before sj−1,
so these steps are not extremal. It follows that the number of extremal steps is reduced.
We showed that it is possible to reduce the number of extremal steps in Se. It can happen that after our modifications
the strategy does not satisfy our condition that searchers are removed from a vertex immediately after all incident edges
are cleared, but it can easily be corrected by obvious changes in Se. By repeating these modifications, if necessary, we get
a winning edge search strategy for k searchers without extremal steps. ThenN (Se) is a winning node search strategy for k
searchers. 
Lemma 2 immediately gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph different from K2 and without vertices of degree two. Then es(G) ≥ ns(G).
We say that a node search strategy Sn for k searchers on a graph G is reducible if the following is true for every step si of
Sn: if a searcher is placed on a vertex u of degree at least 3 at step si, and this searcher is removed from u at step si+1, then
there are at most k− 1 searchers on G after step si (before the removal of the searcher on u at step si+1). In other words, G is
reducible if, whenever k− 1 searchers are on G, the next two steps are not to place a searcher at a vertex of degree at least
3 all neighbors of which are occupied, and to remove this searcher immediately afterward.
Observe now that node search strategiesN (Se) that we generated from edge search strategies Se are reducible.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph with es(G) ≤ k, and let Se be a winning edge search strategy for k searchers on G such that N (Se)
is a node search strategy for k searchers. ThenN (Se) is reducible.
Proof. The claim follows from the construction ofN (Se) and the following observation. If a searcher is placed on u inN (Se),
then a searcher is placed or slid to u at the corresponding step of Se, and the edges incident to uwere contaminated before
this step. Then at least two edges incident with u need to be cleaned, and to do it we have to place or slide onemore searcher
to u before we can remove a searcher from this vertex. 
Next we give some conditions for a graph G to satisfy ns(G) ≥ es(G). Let G be a graph, and let Sn = (s1, . . . , sp) be a
winning node search strategy for k searchers on G. We consecutively consider steps si for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and construct an edge
search strategy E(Sn) = (s′1, . . . , s′q) as follows:
• If, at step si of Sn, a searcher is removed from a vertex u, then a searcher is removed from u in E(Sn).
• If, at step si of Sn, a searcher is placed on a vertex u, then we consider four cases:
1. d(u) = 0. A searcher is placed on u in E(Sn).
2. d(u) = 1. Let v be the vertex adjacent to u. If d(v) = 1 or v is occupied by a searcher, then a searcher is placed on v
and then slid to u in E(Sn). Otherwise, a searcher is placed on u in E(Sn).
3. d(u) = 2. Let v and w be the vertices adjacent to u. If for one of these vertices, say v, d(v) = 1 or v is occupied by a
searcher, then a searcher is placed on v and then slid to u in E(Sn). If the same condition holds forw, then this searcher
is slid tow and then returned to u in E(Sn). Otherwise, a searcher is placed on u in E(Sn).
4. d(u) ≥ 3. A searcher is placed on u in E(Sn). If there is a vertex w ∈ N(u) occupied by a searcher such that uw is the
unique contaminated edge incident tow before step si, then the searcher fromw is slid to u at the next step of E(Sn),
and then at subsequent steps of E(Sn), for each vertex v ∈ N(u)with v ≠ w, such that d(v) = 1 or v is occupied by a
searcher, this searcher is slid along uv and then returned to u, and finally the searcher is removed from u and placed
on w. Otherwise, for each vertex v ∈ N(u), such that d(v) = 1 or v is occupied by a searcher, we put an additional
searcher on v, slide this searcher to u, and then remove him from the graph, at subsequent steps of E(Sn).
It is easy to see that E(Sn) is a winning edge search strategy onG for k+1 searchers.Wewill show that, in some cases, it is
in fact a winning strategy on G for k searchers. Moreover, it is even awinning edge search strategy on particular supergraphs
of G. LetH be a supergraph of a graph G. Then a node search strategy Sn on G can be considered as a (not necessarily winning)
node search strategy on H , and it is possible to construct an edge search strategy for H from this node search strategy, as
described above. To distinguish these cases, we denote the edge search strategy generated forH from Sn as described above,
by E(Sn,H).
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph that admits a reducible winning node search strategy Sn for k searchers, and let G′ be a graph obtained
by adding some pendant vertices adjacent to some vertices of G. Then
• E(Sn) is a winning edge search strategy for k searchers on G, and
• if Sn is a reducible node search strategy on G′, then E(Sn,G′) is a winning edge search strategy for k searchers on G′.
Proof. Observe that E(Sn,G′) is a winning edge search strategy on G′ for k+1 searchers. This follows from the construction
of the edge strategy and the way pendant edges are cleared. It remains to prove that E(Sn) and E(Sn,G′) are winning edge
search strategies for k searchers on G and G′ respectively. It is sufficient to prove it for E(Sn,G′). Notice that we need the
searcher number k + 1 in E(Sn,G′) only if at some step si in Sn we place a searcher on a vertex u of degree at least 3 in G′
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(observe that this vertex can have degree 1 or 2 in G) such that all vertices v ∈ NG′(u) occupied by searchers are incident to
at least one contaminated edge different from uv. Also si is not the last step in Sn since the searchers are removed from the
graph in concluding steps. Consider the step si+1 of Sn on G′. If a searcher is placed on some vertex at this step then we have
at most k − 1 searchers on G after step si and we do not need the searcher number k + 1. If a searcher is removed from u
at this step then there are at most k − 1 searchers on G′ after step si because of the reducibility of Sn. Searchers cannot be
removed from the vertices of NG′(u) due to monotonicity, since each of them is incident to at least one contaminated edge
after step si. Hence, a searcher is removed from some vertex w ∉ NG′ [u]. This can be done only if all edges incident with w
are cleared, but then by the efficiency of the considered search strategies, the searcher should have been removed from w
before step si. 
4. Edge search number of the join of two graphs
In this sectionwe characterize the edge search number of the join of two arbitrary graphs. Given an arbitrary graph G and
a positive integer c , we define Gc to be the supergraph of G obtained by adding c pendant vertices adjacent to each vertex
of G. Hence, Gc has c · |V (G)| vertices in addition to the |V (G)| vertices of G.
Lemma 6. Let G and H be two arbitrary graphs with |V (G)| = n and |V (H)| = m, such that the pair {G,H} is not one of the
following pairs: {I1, I1}, {I1, I2}, {I2, I2}, {I2, Kp} for p ≥ 2. Then es(G⊗ H) = min{es(Gm)+m, es(Hn)+ n}.
Proof. Let r = min{es(Gm)+m, es(Hn)+ n}. The inequality es(G⊗ H) ≤ r is easy to obtain. Assume that r = es(Gm)+m.
We place a searcher on each vertex ofH , in totalm searchers. We clear G and all edges between G andH using the remaining
r −m = es(Gm) searchers. Then we remove searchers from the vertices of G, and use one of them to clear all edges of H by
sliding on each of them one by one. The case r = es(Hn)+ n is symmetric.
Nowwe prove that es(G⊗H) ≥ r . Let k = es(G⊗H) and F = G⊗H . Assume first that F has no vertices of degree two. By
Lemma 2, there is a winning edge search strategy Se for k searchers on F , such thatN (Se) is a winning node strategy on F for
k searchers. As argued earlier, we can assume that Se is monotone and efficient. Observe that no searchers can be removed
from F in N (Se) until searchers are placed either on all vertices of G or on all vertices of H; otherwise, some edges would
be recontaminated. Assume that after some step in N (Se) all vertices of G are occupied by searchers. Note that searchers
cannot be removed from G inN (Se) until all edges of F are cleared. Otherwise, Gwould be recontaminated.
We modify the search strategyN (Se) on F to construct a node search strategy Sn = (s1, . . . , sp) on H as follows:
• remove the steps ofN (Se) at which searchers are either placed on or removed from the vertices of G;• remove ‘‘obsolete’’ steps at which searchers are placed on, and subsequently removed from, vertices not incident with
contaminated edges.
Observe that Sn is a winning node search strategy on H for k− n searchers. Now we consider two cases.
Case 1: k − n > 1. Consider the strategy Sn on the supergraph Hn of H . If Sn is reducible on Hn, then by Lemma 5,
es(Hn) ≤ k− n and hence k ≥ es(Hn)+ n ≥ r . Suppose that Sn is not reducible on Hn, and there is a step si in Sn, such that
a searcher is placed on a vertex u ∈ V (H) with dF (u) ≥ 3, this searcher is removed from u at the next step, and there are
k − n searchers on H after step si. Notice that this can happen only once, if at the steps s1, . . . , si searchers were placed on
vertices of H , because the strategyN (Se), fromwhich Sn was constructed, is a reducible strategy on F by Lemma 4. Observe
also that i > 1, since k − n ≥ 2. In this case we modify Sn by changing the order of steps si−1 and si. Now we can apply
Lemma 5 and obtain that es(Hn) ≤ k− n. Hence k ≥ es(Hn)+ n ≥ r .
Case 2: k− n = 1. Since Sn is a winning node search strategy for one searcher on H,H = Iℓ for some ℓ ≥ 1.
We claim that either ℓ ≤ 2, or ℓ ≥ 3 and G = K1. To prove it, assume that ℓ ≥ 3 and G ≠ K1. Since F has no vertices
of degree 2, n ≥ 3. Now recall that according to N (Se), no searchers are removed from F until searchers are placed on all
vertices of G, and these searchers cannot be removed from G until all edges of F are cleared.When searchers are placed on G,
atmost one vertex ofH is occupied by a searcher, andwe have only one searcher to clear all contaminated edges of F . To clear
them, we have to consecutively place a searcher on at least two remaining vertices of H , and this cannot be done without
placing and immediately removing a searcher. This means thatN (Se) on F is not reducible, which contradicts Lemma 4.
IfG = K1 andH = Iℓ for ℓ ≥ 3 then es(F) = 2 = es(H1)+1 = es(Hn)+n ≥ r . IfH = I1 then es(F) = k = n+1 = |V (F)|.
Itmeans that F = Kn+1 and n ≥ 3. Hence, k = es(G1)+1 = es(Gm)+m ≥ r . Suppose now thatH = I2. Since F has no vertices
of degree two, n ≥ 3. By the premises of the lemma, H is different from Kn. It follows immediately that es(G2) ≤ n− 1 and
k = n+ 1 ≥ es(G2)+ 2 = es(Gm)+m ≥ r .
Assume now that F contains vertices of degree two. Clearly, min{n,m} ≤ 2 for this case. Suppose n ≤ m and n ≤ 2.
Consider two cases.
Case 1: n = 1. Denote the single vertex of G by z. We prove that k ≥ es(H1)+ 1. Let U be the set of vertices of degree at
least two in H . If U = ∅ then H is a disjoint union of isolated vertices and copies of K2, and by the premises of the lemma,
either at least one component is K2 or there are at least 3 isolated vertices. Therefore, es(H1) = 1 and es(F) ≥ 2. Now it is
sufficient to prove that k ≥ es(H1)+1 for connected H; otherwise, we can consider connected components of H separately.
If |U| = 1 or |U| = 2 then it can be verified directly that es(F) = 3 = es(H1)+ 1.
For |U| ≥ 3, we can use similar arguments as for the case when F has no vertices of degree two. Let F ′ be the graph
obtained from F by deleting the edge zx for every x ∈ V (H) \ U . This graph has no vertices of degree two. Clearly
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es(F ′) ≤ es(F). Using Lemma 2 we conclude that there is a winning edge search strategy Se for k searchers on F ′, which
is efficient and monotone, such that N (Se) is a winning node strategy for k searchers. Denote by H ′ the graph H[U]. Since
we assumed that H is connected, the graph H ′ is connected, too. Consider the node search strategy Sn on H ′ obtained by
removing the steps ofN (Se) operating on removed vertices of F ′.
Nowwe prove that Sn demands only k−1 searchers. Assume the opposite, and that after some step there are k searchers
on H ′. At this step some searcher is placed on a vertex u incident with contaminated edges. Notice that z could not be
occupied after the corresponding step of N (Se), since the edges incident with z in F ′ are contaminated. It remains to note
that now it is impossible to remove any searcher from the graph without violating monotonicity. This contradiction proves
our claim.
Since H ′ is a connected graph with at least 3 vertices, 2 ≤ ns(H ′) ≤ k− 1 and k− 1 = k− n ≥ 2. Let p = m− |U| + 1.
Consider the node search strategy Sn on the supergraph H ′p of H ′. If Sn is reducible on H ′p, then by Lemma 5, es(H ′p) ≤ k− 1.
Observe thatH1 can be obtained by selecting somependant vertices in a subgraph ofH ′p and adding a pendant vertex adjacent
to each of these vertices. It follows that es(H1) ≤ es(H ′p) andwe conclude that es(H1) ≤ k−1. Suppose thatSn is not reducible
and there is a step si in Sn such that a searcher is placed on a vertex u ∈ V (H ′) with dH ′p(u) ≥ 3, this searcher is removed
from u at the next step, and there are k−1 searchers on H ′ after step si. Notice that this can happen only once, if at the steps
s1, . . . , si searchers were placed on vertices ofH ′, because the strategyN (Se), fromwhich Sn was constructed, is a reducible
strategy on F ′ by Lemma 4. Observe also that i > 1, since k−1 ≥ 2. In this case wemodify Sn by changing the order of steps
si−1 and si. Now we can apply Lemma 5 and obtain that es(H1) ≤ es(H ′p) ≤ k− 1.
Case 2: n = 2. We prove that es(F) = es(H2) + 2. If m = 2 then F = K4, since {G,H} differs from the pairs
{I2, I2} and {I2, K2}, and hence es(H2) = 2. Clearly es(F) = 4 = es(H2) + 2. If m = 3 then either H = I1 ⊕ K2 and
es(F) = 4 = es(H2)+ 2, or H = I3 and es(F) = 3 = es(H2)+ 2. Suppose thatm ≥ 4. Notice that H has an isolated vertex u
and es(F) = es(F − u), es(H2) = es(H2 − u), and our claim follows by induction. 
We will relate the above lemma to edge search strategies. To be able to use the above lemma for algorithmic purposes
we will now relate es(G) to es(Gc) for a graph G and a positive integer c . We define a Boolean function extra on an arbitrary
graph G as follows. If there is an optimal edge search strategy on G, such that at every step where the maximum number of
searchers is used, a searcher is slid through a contaminated edge both of whose endpoints are occupied by searchers, then
extra(G) = 1. Otherwise, extra(G) = 0. Hence extra(G) = 0 if every optimal edge search strategy avoids sliding a searcher
on a contaminated edge whose endpoints are occupied by searchers, at least once when using the maximum number of
searchers.
Lemma 7. Let G be an arbitrary graph and c > 2 be an integer. Then es(Gc) = es(G)+ 1− extra(G).
Proof. Clearly, es(Gc) ≥ es(G). Let us study the two cases extra(G) = 1 and extra(G) = 0 separately.
Let extra(G) = 1. Then it follows directly that es(Gc) ≥ es(G) + 1 − extra(G) = es(G). Let us show that es(Gc) ≤
es(G)+ 1− extra(G) = es(G). We will do this by turning any optimal edge strategy for G into an edge strategy for Gc using
at most the same number of searchers. We run each search strategy of G on Gc . Since at each step of the search at least one
searcher is available to be slid between two already occupied vertices, whenever the strategy of G clears a vertex v, we keep
the searcher on v, and we use the extra available searcher to clear all the vertices of degree 1 adjacent to v, one by one. Thus
we conclude that es(Gc) = es(G) = es(G)+ 1− extra(G)when extra(G) = 1.
Let extra(G) = 0 and es(G) = k. First we show that es(Gc) ≥ es(G) + 1 − extra(G) = k + 1. We know that at least k
searchers are necessary to clear Gc , by the first sentence of the proof. So assume for a contradiction that es(Gc) = k. Consider
any optimal edge search strategy for Gc ; let us study the last step before the kth searcher is used for the first time. To get
rid of some simple cases, without loss of generality we can use the kth searcher to clear all edges whose both endpoints are
occupied by searchers. In addition, if a degree one vertex contains a searcher, we can slide it to the single neighbor v of this
vertex, and then use the kth searcher to clear all edges between v and its neighbors of degree 1. Hence, for each vertex u of
degree at least 2 containing a searcher, we can use the kth searcher to clear all edges between u and its neighbors of degree
1. Furthermore, if a vertex containing a searcher is incident to only one contaminated edge, then we can slide its searcher to
the other endpoint of the contaminated edge, clearing the edge. After repeating this for as long as possible, if some vertices
are incident to only cleared edges, we can remove their searcher and place it on an uncleared vertex. Hence we can assume
that there is a step in this search strategy where k− 1 searchers are placed on the vertices of G, all edges between vertices
of degree one and their neighbors containing searchers are cleared, all edges containing searchers on both endpoints are
cleared, and Gc is not yet cleared since extra(G) = 0 and we have so far only slid the kth searcher between vertices of G
occupied with searchers. At this point, every vertex containing a searcher is incident to at least two contaminated edges of
G. After this point, we can clear at most two contaminated edges incident to some vertex u occupied by a searcher. One edge
can be cleared by sliding the kth searcher from the occupied endpoint toward the endpoint w not occupied by a searcher.
Note that w is not a degree one vertex, and all edges between w and its neighbors of degree one are contaminated. If after
this step u is incident with exactly one contaminated edge uv, this edge can be cleared by sliding the searcher from u to
v along uv. By the same arguments as before, the vertex v was not occupied before this step, v is not a degree one vertex,
and all edges between v and its neighbors of degree one are contaminated. Consequently, from now on no searcher can
be removed or slid without allowing recontamination, and the search cannot continue successfully without increasing the
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number of searchers. Thus es(Gc) ≥ k+ 1 = es(G)+ 1− extra(G). Let us now show that es(Gc) ≤ es(G)+ 1, that is, k+ 1
searchers are enough to clear Gc . We construct an optimal edge search strategy for Gc by following the steps of an optimal
edge search strategy for G. At each step where we place a searcher on a vertex v of G we use the extrasearcher to clear all
the edges between v and vertices of degree 1. Thus es(Gc) = es(G)+ 1− extra(G) if extra(G) = 0. 
By Lemmas 6 and 7, the next lemma follows immediately. For the cases that are not covered by this lemma, it is easy to
check that es(I1 ⊗ I1) = es(I1 ⊗ I2) = es(I2 ⊗ I2) = 1 and es(I2 ⊗ Kk) = k+ 1 for k ≥ 2.
Lemma 8. Let G and H be two arbitrary graphs with |V (G)| = n and |V (H)| = m, such that the pair {G,H} is not one of the
following pairs {I1, I1}, {I1, I2}, {I2, I2}, {I2, Kk}. Then es(G⊗H) = min{n+ es(H)+ 1− extra(H),m+ es(G)+ 1− extra(G)}.
5. Edge search number of cographs
In this section we show how to compute the edge search number of a cograph. By the results of the previous section,
if we know how to compute extra(G) for every graph G then we can compute the edge search number of the join of two
graphswhose edge search numberswe know, using Lemma 8. Computing the extra valuemight be a difficult task for general
graphs, but here we will show that we can compute extra(G) efficiently when G is a cograph.
Before we continue with computing the edge search number of cographs, we briefly mention that the disjoint union
operation on two arbitrary graphs is easy to handle with respect to edge search number and the parameter extra. If G and
H are two arbitrary disjoint graphs, then clearly es(G ⊕ H) = max{es(G), es(H)}. Furthermore, we have the following
observation on extra(G⊕ H).
Lemma 9. Let G(1) and G(2) be two arbitrary disjoint graphs. Then
extra(G(1) ⊕ G(2)) = min
i∈{1,2}{extra(G
(i)) | es(G(i)) = es(G(1) ⊕ G(2))}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let es(G(1) ⊕ G(2)) = es(G(1)). We have two possibilities: either es(G(2)) < es(G(2)) or
es(G(2)) = es(G(1)). For the first case, extra(G(1)⊕G(2)) = extra(G(1)), regardless of extra(G(1)), since we can search G(1) first
and then move all the searchers to G2. For the second case, the lemma claims that if extra(G(1)) = 0 or extra(G(2)) = 0 then
extra extra(G(1) ⊕ G(2)) = 0. This is easy to see, since regardless of where we start the search, there will be a point of the
searchwhere all searchers are usedwithout the use of the sliding operation between two vertices occupied by searchers. 
We continue by listing some simple graphs Gwith extra(G) = 0. For the graphs covered by the next lemma, it is known
that es(In) = 1, es(K2) = 1, es(K3) = 2, and es(Kn) = n for n ≥ 4. Furthermore, es(Kn,m) = min{n,m} + 1 when
min{n,m} ≤ 2 and since (I2 ⊗ Kn) is an interval graph, es(I2 ⊗ Kn) = n+ 1 for n ≥ 1, by the results of [20,34].
Lemma 10. If G is one of the following graphs then extra(G) = 0: In, Kn with n ≤ 3, Kn,m withmin{n,m} ≤ 2, or (I2 ⊗ Kn).
Proof. The optimal edge search strategies for these graphs are known, as listed before the lemma, from previous results [2,
15]. Using these results and by the definition of the parameter extra it follows immediately that extra(G) = 0 if G is one of
the following graphs: In, Kn, or Kn,m withmin{n,m} < 3. If G = I2⊗Kn then since G an interval graph, it follows from [20,34]
that es(G) = n+ 1. It follows also that extra(G) = 0 since in every optimal edge search strategy for G, when the maximum
number of searchers are required, at least one edge uv is cleared by sliding the searcher from u toward v when all adjacent
edges to u are cleared except uv. 
Lemma 11. If G has a universal vertex u, and the number of vertices of the largest connected component of G − u is at most 2,
then extra(G) = 0.
Proof. If all connected components of G − u are of size 1, then G = K1,n and covered by the previous lemma. Otherwise, a
graph G that satisfies the premises of the lemma consists of edges and triangles all sharing a common vertex u, and sharing
no other vertices. Such a graph is an interval graph, and it is known that it can be clearedwith 2 searchers: place one searcher
on u, and clear every edge or triangle attached at u by sliding the second searcher from u to the other vertices of the edge or
the triangle. Clearly extra(G) = 0. 
Notice that the above two lemmas, together with Lemma 9, handle the extra parameter of all (and more) graphs that are
not covered by Lemma 8.
We are now ready to show how to compute extra(G) when G is a cograph. This will be explained algorithmically in the
proof of the next lemma. For this we will use the cotree as a data structure to store G. Note that due to the decomposition
rules on cographs explained in Section 2, we may assume that each interior node of a cotree has exactly two children.
As an initialization, note that a single vertex is a special case of In, and hence for a single vertex u we define extra(u) = 0.
Consequently, in our algorithmevery leaf l of the cotree of a cographwill have extra(l) = 0 beforewe start the computations.
Lemma 12. Let G be a cograph. Then extra(G) can be computed in linear time.
Proof. Let G be a cograph and let T be its cotree. If G is one of the special cographs covered by Lemmas 10 and 11 then
extra(G) = 0. Let us assume now that we initialized all the subtrees corresponding to the special cases covered by these
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observations. Let us consider now the first node in the cotree which corresponds to a graph which is not one of those cases.
If we are dealing with a 0-node then we can compute the value for the parameter extra by Lemma 9. We will show now
how to compute extra for a 1-node. Let T (l) and T (r) be the left subtree and the right subtree of the 1-node considered and
let G(l) and G(r) be the corresponding cographs that have T (l) and T (r) as their cotrees, respectively.
We first consider the case when extra(G(l)) = extra(G(r)) = 0. Since we already initialized all the special cases covered
by Observations 10 and 11, and we are at a join-node, we know that we are not dealing with one of the cases not covered by
Lemma 8. Thus by Lemma 8 we have that es(G(l)⊗ G(r)) = min{|V (G(l))| + es(G(r))+ 1− extra(G(r)), |V (G(r))| + es(G(l))+
1 − extra(G(l))} = min{|V (G(l))| + es(G(r)) + 1, |V (G(r))| + es(G(l)) + 1}. Let us assume without loss of generality that
es(G(l)⊗G(r)) = |V (G(l))|+es(G(r))+1.Wewill show now that there is an optimal edge search strategy for G(l)⊗G(r) using
at every step that requires the maximum number of searchers in the strategy the following operation: an edge is cleared by
sliding a searcher from one endpoint toward the other endpoint when both endpoints are occupied by searchers. We place
|V (G(l))| searchers on the vertices of G(l), andwe use onemore searcher to clear all the edges inside G(l). At this point the only
edges not cleared are the edges of G(r) and the edges between the vertices of G(r) and the vertices of G(l). The following step
in the edge search strategy for G(l)⊗G(r) is the same as the first step in the edge search strategy for G(r). At each point when
we place a new searcher on a vertex v of G(r) we use one searcher to clear the edges between v and G(l). This is possible to
do also when using the maximum number of searchers in G(r) which is es(G(r)). At this point |V (G(l))| searchers are placed
on the vertices of G(l) and we have es(G(r)) searchers on some vertices of G(r). Since es(G(l)⊗G(r)) = |V (G(l))| + es(G(r))+ 1
we have onemore searcher available to clear the edges between G(l) and G(r) by sliding. This is true for each step when using
the largest number of searchers in G(r). Thus, by the definition of extra we have extra(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) = 1.
We consider now the case when extra(G(l)) = 0 and extra(G(r)) = 1. First we consider the case when es(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) =
min{|V (G(l))| + es(G(r)), |V (G(r))| + es(G(l))+ 1} = |V (G(l))| + es(G(r)). We give a corresponding edge search strategy such
that extra(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) = 1. We place as before |V (G(l))| searchers on the vertices of G(l) and use one more searcher to clear
the edges inside G(l). Next steps are to imitate the optimal edge search strategy of G(r). We know that extra(G(r)) = 1 which
means that at every step when using es(G(r)) searchers on G(r), one searcher is used only to slide through an edge uv whose
both endpoints are occupied by two other searchers. Thus we can use the same sliding searcher to clear the edges between
u and the vertices of G(l) and the edges between v and the vertices of G(l). Thus extra(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) = 1. Let us assume now
that es(G(l)⊗ G(r)) = min{|V (G(l))| + es(G(r)), |V (G(r))| + es(G(l))+ 1} = |V (G(r))| + es(G(l))+ 1. We construct the desired
edge search strategy in the following manner. We place |V (G(r))| searchers on the vertices of G(r). After that we construct
the edge search strategy in the same fashion as when extra(G(l)) = extra(G(r)) = 0. Thus extra(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) = 1.
The last case we need to consider is extra(G(l)) = extra(G(r)) = 1. Then es(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) = min{|V (G(l))| +
es(G(r)), |V (G(r))| + es(G(l))}. This is similar to the case when extra(G(l)) = 0 and extra(G(r)) = 1 and es(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) =
|V (G(l))| + es(G(r)). Thus we have extra(G(l) ⊗ G(r)) = 1 also in this situation.
All the previous cases can be checked in constant time. For each node of the cotree we compute the value of extra in
constant time using a bottom-up strategy. Therefore, we can conclude that extra(G) can be computed in linear time for a
cograph. 
In fact, a stronger result follows immediately by the proof of Lemma 12:
Corollary 13. If G is a connected cograph, and G is not one of the graphs covered by Observations 10 and 11, then extra(G) = 1.
Theorem 14. Let G be a cograph. Then the edge search number of G can be computed in linear time.
Proof. In order to compute the edge search number of a cograph G we do the following. First we compute the cotree T of
G in linear time. The next step is to initialize all starting subtrees according to Observations 10 and 11. By starting subtrees
wemean subtrees corresponding to graphs not covered by Lemma 8. By the discussion just before Observation 10 we know
how to compute the edge search number of these subgraphs. By Observations 10 and 11we also know how to compute their
extra values. After this initialization, we use a bottom–up strategy to compute the edge search number of G. For each 1-node
we compute the edge search number according to Lemma 8 and the parameter extra according to Lemma 12. For each 0-
node we compute the edge search number and the parameter extra according to Lemma 9 and the discussion preceding it.
Thus we have that the edge search number of a cograph can be computed in linear time. 
6. Conclusions
Wehave shown how to compute the edge search number of cographs in linear time. It remains an open problemwhether
the edge search number of permutation graphs can be computed in polynomial time. An answer to this question in either
direction would be interesting. If it turns out that the edge search number for permutation graphs is NP-hard, this would
give the first graph class where the node andmixed search numbers are computable in polynomial time and the edge search
number computation is NP-hard.
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